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IT`S TIME FOR OFFSHORE WIND AND OFFSHORE
HVDC AT THE BLACK SEA
ESTE TIMPUL PENTRU SOLUȚII EOLIENE ȘI SOLUȚII
HVDC ÎN LARGUL MĂRII NEGRE
Iulian OLEȘ1
Abstract: In this paper, we emphasize the opportunity to capitalize
Romania’s offshore wind potential by creating fixed and floating offshore
platforms and by using HVDC- type solutions for the transport of produced
electricity.
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Rezumat: În această lucrare, subliniem oportunitatea valorificării
potențialului maritim eolian al României prin realizarea de platforme
offshore fixe și plutitoare și prin realizarea soluțiilor de tip HVDC pentru
transportul energiei electrice produse.

Cuvinte cheie: platforme eoliene plutitoare, soluții HVDC în larg, energie electrică
eoliană.

1. Introduction
Romania has assumed as target for 2030 a 30.7% share of renewable
energy from the total produced in the national energy system. Currently, out of a
total of 8000 MW, renewable energy represents ~24%. Peak hour energy
consumption in Romania in the winter period tends to exceed the amount of energy
produced in the system.
There is a World Bank study showing that Romania has a huge opportunity
to develop its energy potential in terms of electricity. The study states that a
comparison can be made with the UK in terms of the success that can be achieved
in this sector. Sustained efforts have been made in this country for 20 years in a
context where technology in this area had not reached maturity.
Under the current conditions of technological development, Romania can
recover in just 5 years and at a lower cost, the target achieved by the UK.
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The Energy Strategy Summit underlined that Romania has a huge
opportunity on the offshore wind area. There is a potential of approximately 22 GW
for fixed foundation wind systems and 50 GW in floating wind farms. This
potential of more than 70 GW could make Romania a net exporter of energy.

2. European Renewable Energy Strategies
The European Union has adopted 32% as a target for the share of
renewable energy in final energy consumption for 2030. The long-term strategy for
2050 aims at a largely carbon-free economy. This would mean that the share of
renewable energies in the electricity mix would be 81 ÷ 85%. A significant
increase in wind and photovoltaic capacities is needed to achieve this target.
Although almost half of the most favorable area in terms of maritime wind potential
belongs to the UK, the European Union still has considerable resources.
Fixed foundation offshore wind technologies are now mature. For the
floating offshore wind zone, the technology is still emerging, but there are many
solutions already validated. About 80% of the capacity installed on the planet in the
fixed offshore solution lies in European waters. Floating offshore wind solutions
use multiple results already verified on offshore drilling platforms.
The EU's main competitors in this area are: The United States, South
Korea, and Japan through their own business activities. To this is added China,
which has a different strategy, buying parts of successful companies, such as the
Portuguese EDP Group.Europe still has an advantage in this area, namely the
association in research studies, modelling, and simulation of strong university
teams. These teams are necessary because the floating offshore solution involves
extremely tough demands for which models with improved mathematical tools need
to be developed.

3. Achievements worldwide
At the end of 2018, the European Union and Norway together have 79 % of
global offshore wind capacity, i.e. 18.3 GW; China has 20 %, i.e. 4.6 GW; and the
USA, South Korea and Japan together have 1 %, i.e. 0.27 GW.At depths greater
than 60 m, fixed wind turbines are difficult to install. Floating wind turbines can be
installed anywhere, but serious stability problems also arise. There are turning,
rolling, and pitching stresses.
Anchorage solutions reduce stresses and improve stability.The
technological maturity of fixed offshore solutions is the basis for all further
developments.The first floating solutions were the Hywind models.
The anchorage materials shall have a high degree of fatigue and corrosion
resistance.
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Figure 1. Five types of offshore floating foundations [3]

The electrical connection is a very sensitive issue, because the voltage
generated by the turbines is very high (33 kV or 66 kV), because the offshore
environment is not a favorable environment for ensuring insulation, but especially
because offshore platforms are always in motion.
The ABB Concern successfully tested a 115 kV (flexible) dynamic cable in
2020 and a similar 123 kV cable in 2013. In 2019, two French companies developed
a floating substation together with ABB company. It is noted that these AC cables are
not the most suitable for use in the marine environment, as losses to high voltages,
strengths and lengths are extremely high.
Using DC cables (Direct Current) represents the optimal solution, but it
involves high costs for the construction and placement of converters. This technology
is called HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current).
Certain fixed wind solutions contain a converter station associated with the
wind platform and this one in fixed construction, which converts alternating current
into direct current, which it uses when transporting energy to shore, where another
converter is installed which converts direct current into alternating current and
subsequently, through classical transformations, is brought to the required voltage of
the National Energy System.
All global achievements required four steps: Preliminary studies, Prototype
variant, Demonstrator variant, Pre-commercial plant.

3.1. Achievements of the demonstrator stage
• First offshore wind installation in 2009: 2.3 MW (Hywind)
In detail it is observed that this model contains a ballast that ensures its
vertical position.
• In 2011 Windfloatmodel: 2 MW
Windfloat is the classic variant of floating solution.
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• In 2018 Floatgen: 2 MW
Floatgen is a floating solution made by casting in the formwork.
• In 2020 𝑋1 Wind model
The asymmetric pyramid solution ensures stability.
• In 2020 Sea Twirl model: 1 MW
This solution is high speed and powers up to 1 MW.
• In 2020 Hexiconmodel: 10 MW (2 × 5 𝑀𝑊)
The dual solution with two generators ensures power concentration on a
single platform.

Figure 2. Hywind variant [4]

Figure 3. SeaTwirl solution (Darrieus model) [8]

Pre-commercial achievements
These models have passed the demonstrator stage and represents verified
solutions.
• In 2017 Hywind solution:5 MW
Hywind is the most widely used floating solution in wind farms.
The installation of a Hywind model is technologically spectacular.
• In 2020 Kincardine solution: 2 𝑀𝑊
This solution surprises by the fact that the propeller has only two blades.

4. Unlocking Romania's wind potential on the Black Sea
Against the background of the increasing trend of harnessing wind energy
at European level, Romania has a duty to impose precise targets, deadlines, and
responsibilities for the inclusion of wind energy in the short- and medium-term
energy strategy. Currently, Romania has a law to promote renewable energy, which
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is a significant step. Figure4 shows the contribution of different forms of energy to
the National Energy System. It is observed that the components of coal and
hydrocarbs are still very large.

Figure 4. The contribution of energy sources in SEN (National Energy System) [12]

RES (Renewable Energy Fact Sheet) must also realize the potential of the
Black Sea for Romania. If we analyze the map of Romania's wind sources, we find
that in the Black Sea coastal area, the average wind speed is higher than 8.5 m/s,
and the energy potential is over 700 W/𝑚2 . In the high open sea area, the values are
9 m/s and respectively 800 W/𝑚2 . These values of the wind speed and power
density are maximum values.
Romania is not currently harnessing the area with the greatest potential.
The decision to install offshore wind farms cannot be left at the level of the stateowned company „Hidroelectrica“ due to the difficulties to carry out such projects.
First, we need to build on the studies that have been carried out so far and to hold
debates and conferences on this issue. Both feasibility studies and the actual
installation of wind farms can be carried out with the help of European funds.
The decision to exploit the offshore potential of the Black Sea is of
economic and geostrategic importance that is part of the European target to combat
climate change and reduce carbon emissions.
In the paper A study on the wind energy potential in the Romanian Coastal
environment [14] it is mentioned that there are many locations with potential in the
installation of an offshore wind farm, the first of which is in the north of Romania's
exclusive economic zone on the Black Sea, next to Sf. Gheorghe is about 40 km
from shore. The second location with potential would be near the city of Mangalia,
20 km from shore.
The conclusions on these areas are based on an analysis of factors such as
wind speed and persistence, water depth, distance from shore, and turbine
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performance. Romania's entire coastal area can support offshore wind farms, using
local and European experience in major wind energy recovery projects.

Figure 5. Romania’s wind resources at 50 m height for different topographic conditions [13]

Currently, offshore installation models are close to technological maturity
and can be used as models for future Romanian wind farms. In Studies on the
evaluation of renewable energy resources in the area of the Romanian Black Sea
coast [15] both opportunities and limitations regarding the installation of future
parks are analyzed.
The limitations relate to port areas, oil and gas offshore platform areas,
shipping lines, protected areas, and reservations. Analyzing these limitations results
the maps in fig. 6.

Figure 6. Optimal location areas (a); free location areas (b). [15]
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Figure7 shows the range of wind speeds in the Black Sea area.

Figure 7. Speed 100m at Height [16]

Figure 8 shows the range of power densities in the Black Sea area.

Figure 8. Power Density 100m at Height [16]

Sufficient areas for the location of several offshore parks can be found in
areas marked in green. In the case of an offshore park, the distance between two
turbines shall be approximately 1 km given the rotor diameter dimension of 154 m.
An offshore park can consist of 40 to 70 turbines and a converter station for power
acquisition. The installed power of such a park can be 500 MW.
The analysis of the Black Sea wind energy potential involves considering
several parameters which represents „data analysis“ in the section „Material and
method“: depth of sea according to distance from shore, WDP parameter meaning
wind power density (W/𝑚2 ), rated turbine power (MW), rated turbine speed (rpm),
height to rotor (m), minimum disconnection speed (m/s), maximum disconnection
speed (m/s), AEP annual electricity production (MWh).
In the analysis we have to start at the nominal turbine speed. If we consider
three producers: SIEMENS, General Electric and AREVA, we notice that the
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nominal wind speed for a rated projected power is around 13 m/s. At wind speeds
between 13 m/s and 25 m/s, the turbine operates at rated power.
This wind speed is nowhere on the Black Sea coast. On the area from
10
km to 40 km from shore, the average wind speed is around 6 m/s, with a minimum
of 4 m/s and a maximum of 9 m/s.
Consequently, if we install turbines of the type mentioned above, they will
operate at half the rated power. Due to climate change there may also be changes in
wind speed. The result of this situation could be an increase in the rest window (the
time the turbine stops). This parameter may be approximated by values between 15
and 25 %. At the average wind speed of 8,5 m/s, the generated power is about 50 %
of the rated value.

Figure 9. Dependence of power on wind speed [17]

Where studies are validated by reality, the capacity factor indicating a
percentage of the rated capacity of the turbine may also be taken into account. For
the winter season, for turbines mounted in the most favorable area, namely Sf.
Gheorghe results in a capacity of approximately 50 %.
In the summer season, this coefficient may fall to an average value of
25 %, which would call into question the justification for the investment.
According to international renewable energy organizations, the cost of
installing a wind farm has fallen in the last 10 years.
Figure 10 highlights the years when the production exceeds the other
categories of classical energy.
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In terms of achieving the electrical connections, one of the most commonly
used solutions is to place an HVDC converter station in the vicinity of the wind
farm, which also transforms the alternating voltage into continuous voltage and the
energy will be sent ashore through special continuous current cables. Figure
11differentiates the two types of AC and DC connections with the use of HVDC
converters.

Figure 10. The level of wind production compared to classical production:
a) 2007 wind farm exceeds hydrocarbs;b) 2013 wind farm exceeds nuclear ; c) 2015 wind farm
exceeds hydropower; d) 2016 wind farm exceeds coal. [19].

Figure 11. LCC HVDC solution for offshore wind farm connection [21]

Figure 12.VSC HVDC solutions for offshore wind connections [22]
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First HVDC solution is LCC HVDC (Line Commutated Converters) used
for high power.
The VSC HVDC solution (Voltage Source Converters) use IGBT instead
the thyristors.
It should be noted that the transmission of energy through AC cables is
carried out with extremely high losses, which are proportional to the voltage, power
and length of the cable.
HVDC cables do not entail power transmission losses but require high
costs for converters.

5. Economic aspects
Technological developments over the last 10 years in offshore platforms,
especially floating ones, will lead to a new trend and implicitly a new market in this
area.
There are very few major players in this market. The European Union is
one of them, with contributions from countries such as France, the United
Kingdom, Portugal, and Norway. Installation prices in these areas are still high also
due to a lack of competition but are also driven by technologies and production
patterns.
For fixed-foundation offshore solutions, the technology has reached
maturity and the production mode is serial, which should lead to a faster fall in
prices. This is not because of very expensive installation technologies. Maintenance
of fixed installations is difficult and extremely dangerous, as they work in open sea
with special equipment and special safety measures.
Floating offshore solutions once technologically and functionally validated,
will replicate at an exponential pace. A new line of business is practically born.
Prices for this solution should also fall with the turn to serial production. This is not
happening yet, because some models are in the testing and certification stage.
It should be pointed out that as an entirely special area, the launch of
large-scale activities cannot take place without investment support from
governments. An especially important aspect is. Finally, the resulting tariff in
Euro/MWh of energy produced.
In France, for example, the resulting tariff is higher than 210 Euro/MWh,
while in the UK the tariff is lower than 125 Euro/MWh.
There is a cost indication, found in the studies, called LCOE (Levelized
Cost of Electricity).
There are projects supported by European programs, such as the Windfloat
model in Portugal through the EUROPEAN NER 300 program.
Floating offshore solutions still have high prices because they require
collaborations between the floating company itself and the turbine delivery
company. Figure 14 highlights the components cost contribution.
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Figure 13. Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) [1]

Figure 14. Cost modelling of floating wind farms [1]

Floating offshore solutions also serve to power offshore oil and gas platforms.

6. Environmental aspects
The impact of offshore wind turbines on birds does not differ greatly from
the impact of onshore installations. For marine life, the installation of a foundation
disrupts their entire habitat, but at floating offshore installations it is a less intrusive
influence.
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There are major restrictions on fishing for floating solutions due to cables
and anchoring chains. A security zone of approximately 1 km diameter around the
platforms is therefore required.
On-site studies are recommended on a case-by-case basis to reduce the
impact on the marine environment. Obviously, port areas, tanker supply areas, oil,
and gas exploitation areas, as well as tourist areas will be bypassed.

7. Conclusions
• The Black Sea offshore area shows wind speed variations from 4 m/s to
9 m/s.

• For harnessing wind potential, the best solution would be to develop
pilot projects or test areas with a limited number of turbines.
• It is also appropriate to consider the emergence of a new generation of
turbines suitable for wind speeds from 4 to 9 m/s.
• The success of the exploitation of wind energy at sea is also related to
the sustained involvement of Romanian research in this field.
• The expertise accumulated in the offshore parks already operating in the
Dobrogea area and in the Braila – Galati area must be capitalized.
• Given that this technology is quite new in the world, setting up a
Romanian Institute for Wind Technologies would be a solution to consider.
• Given that offshore technologies are usually associated with HVDC
technologies, it would be desirable for Romanian research to be able to successfully
take over this area as well.
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